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THEA MUSGRAVE (b. 1928)

Night Windows

I. Loneliness
IV. Despair
II. Anger

FRANZ SCHUBERT (1797-1828)
arranged for oboe and piano by Amelia Lee

Winterreise

I. Gute Nacht
IV. Erstarrung
V. Der Lindenbaum
XI. Frühlingstraum
XXIII. Die Nebensonnen
XXIV. Der Leiermann

JOHANN SEBESTIAN BACH (1685-1750)

Oboe d'amore Concerto in A Major

I. Allegro
III. Allegro ma non tanto

This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of requirements for the degree Bachelor of Music in Performance.
Ms. Lee studies oboe with Elizabeth Koch Tiscione.
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The School of Music at Kennesaw State University is an exciting place to live, work and learn. Housed in the College of the Arts, the School is infused with masterfully skilled and dedicated performing teachers who care deeply about their profession, our programs, our community, and every student involved in music and the arts. We are so excited about the musical and artistic events that happen here, and we are excited that you are here with us to enjoy them!

The School of Music is busy preparing our students to be productive artists. We want them to be accomplished and creative leaders of the arts world of tomorrow, professionals who are diversely trained and well-practiced. Diverse in their backgrounds, our students hail from many of the leading musical arts and honors organizations from across the Southeast, and as a School of Music, we are dedicated to the purpose of furthering the arts and cultural offerings to our region and beyond.

Please take the time to meet our faculty, students and staff. Interact with them, talk shop with them - their enthusiasm is contagious whether on or off the stage. I look forward to a long and rewarding relationship with you. With your continued support of music and the arts, there is nothing that we cannot accomplish together!

Stephen W. Plate, DMA
Director
KSU School of Music

Visit the Live Streaming page on musicKSU.com to watch live broadcasts of many of our concerts and to view the full schedule of upcoming live streamed events.

Please consider a gift to the Kennesaw State University School of Music.

http://community.kennesaw.edu/GiveToMusic